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Windsor

Cutting 

1. Sew a 1-1/2” strip of Fabric C to a 1-1/2” strip of 
Fabric B. Iron towards the darker fabric.  
Repeat to make a total of 6 sets.   
Cut the sets into (144) 1-1/2” segments.

2. Sew two of the segments from step 1 together 
to form a 4-patch matching the dark side of 
one to the light side of the other.   
Make a total of 72 4-patches.  

3. Sew a 1-1/2” strip of Fabric B to both sides of a 
2-1/2” strip of Fabric C. Iron towards the darker 
fabric.   
Repeat to make a total of 2 sets.   
Cut into (36) 1-1/2” segments.

4. Sew a 1-1/2” strip of Fabric C to both sides of a 
2-1/2” strip of Fabric B. Iron towards the darker 
fabric. Repeat to make a total of 2 sets.   
Cut into (18) 2-1/2” segments.  

5. Sew two pieces from step 3 to both sides of a 
piece from step 4.  Iron out.   
Repeat to make a total of 18.  

Fabric A  MAS2029-R
 cut (3) 5-1/2” strips, into:
 cut(18) 5-1/2” squares, 
 cut the squares diagonally twice

Fabric B MAS2028-G (MAS2028-N)
 cut (10) 1-1/2” strips
 cut (2) 2-1/2” strips
 cut 2-1/4” bias strips to make 275”  for binding

Fabric C  MAS8076-E2
 cut (10) 1-1/2” strips
 cut (2) 2-1/2” strips
 cut (6) 3-1/4” strips into:
  (72) 3-1/4” squares, 
  cut squares diagonally once
 cut (10) 8” strips into:
  (30) side triangles, per diagram
  (12) corner triangles, per diagram

Fabric D  MAS2031-E (MAS2031-N)
 fussy cut (2) 11-1/4” x 81” strips

Construction  

Fabric A .......MAS2029-R  ...... 1/2 yard

Fabric B* ......MAS2028-G  ..... 1-1/2 yards
                 or MAS2028-N for blue quilt 
              *Includes binding

Fabric C .......MAS8076-E2  ..... 3-1/2 yards

Fabric D .......MAS2031-E  ....... 2-1/4 yards
                 or MAS2031-N fro blue quilt

Backing .......Your Choice  .... 3-2/3 yards

Fit to be Geese Ruler © ........ OPG102

Fabric & Supplies 



Construction  

8. Sew the block in rows as shown using four flying 
geese from step 7, a center from step 5 and 
four 4-patches from step 2. Iron per arrows.  
Square to 8-1/2”. Repeat to make a total of 18.  

9. Sew 6 of the blocks together with 10 side 
triangles and 4 corner triangles, per diagram.  
Repeat to make a total of 3. Iron per arrows.  
The side and corner triangles are larger than 
needed. Trim the sides to 1/4”, making sure the 
width measures 12”. Trim the ends so that the 
strip measures 69” in length. 

10. Centering the motif in Fabric D, cut the 11-1/4” 
strips to measure 69”. This measurement should 
be the same as the length of your strips in step 
9. Sew the rows of blocks and main fabric in 
lengthwise rows, per quilt diagram on back 
page.  Iron per arrows.

11. Quilt, bind and enjoy!!

6. With right sides together sew one Fabric A 
triangle (cut from the 5-1/2” square) and one 
Fabric C triangle (cut from a 3-1/4” square) 
together. Place the Fabric C so that the long 
side is lined up with a short side of the dark 
fabric per diagram.  Iron towards the light. Sew 
another Fabric C triangle to the other side, per 
diagram. Iron towards the light.  
Make a total of 72.  

7. Square to 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” using the Fit to be 
Geese ruler.    



Fabric A .......1/2 yard
MAS2029-R

Fabric & Supplies 

Quilt Diagram

Fabric B* ......1-1/2 yards
MAS2028-G or
MAS2028-N for blue quilt 
*Includes binding ..........

Fabric C .......3-1/2 yards
MAS8076-E2 .

Fabric D .......2-1/4 yards
MAS2031-E or
MAS2031-N fro blue quilt

Backing .......3-2/3 yards
Your Choice 

Fit to be Geese Ruler©
OPG102


